Select AHANA Faculty at Boston College by School and Department

Carroll School of Management

ACCOUNTING
Mengyao Cheng, Assistant Professor
chengmk@bc.edu
Alvis Lo, Associate Professor
loki@bc.edu
Sugata Roychowdhury, Professor
sugata.roychowdhury@bc.edu

MANAGEMENT & OPERATIONS
Suntae Kim, Assistant Professor
kimbvq@bc.edu

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
TingLiang Huang, Assistant Professor
tingliang.huang@bc.edu

Connell School of Nursing
Allyssa L. Harris, Associate Professor
allyssa.harris@bc.edu

Lynch School of Education
COUNSELING, DEVELOPMENTAL AND EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Elida Laski, Associate Professor
laski@bc.edu

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP & HIGHER EDUCATION
Ana M. Martínez Alemán, Professor,
Associate Dean of Faculty
alemanan@bc.edu
Andrés Castro Samayoa, Assistant Professor
andres.castrosamayoa@bc.edu

TEACHER EDUCATION, SPECIAL EDUCATION, AND CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
María Estela Brisk, Professor
maria.brisk@bc.edu
Mariela Páez, Associate Professor
mariela.paez@bc.edu

Morrissey College of Arts and Sciences

BIOLOGY
Peter Clote, Professor
clote@bc.edu

CHEMISTRY
Abhishek Chatterjee, Assistant Professor
abhishek.chatterjee@bc.edu

COMMUNICATIONS
Tony Tran, Instructor
anthony.tran@bc.edu
Anjali Vats, Assistant Professor
anjali.vats@bc.edu

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Sergio A. Alvarez, Associate Professor,
Chairperson
alvarez@bc.edu
Lewis Tseng, Assistant Professor
lewis.tseng@bc.edu

ECONOMICS
S Anukriti, Assistant Professor
anukriti@bc.edu

ENGLISH
Jonathan-David Howard, Assistant Professor
jonathan.howard@bc.edu
Lorenzo Alexander Puente,
Visiting Assistant Professor
puentel@bc.edu
Kalpana Seshadri, Professor
seshadrk@bc.edu
Min Song, Professor
min.song@bc.edu

HISTORY
Arissa H. Oh, Associate Professor
arissa.oh@bc.edu
Prasannan Parthasarathi, Professor,
Assistant Chairperson
parthasa@bc.edu
Martin A. Summers, Associate Professor,
Director, African & African Diaspora Studies
martin.summers@bc.edu

MATHEMATICS
Dawei Chen, Associate Professor,
Assistant Chairperson
dawei.chen@bc.edu

Keerthi Madapusi Pera, Assistant Professor
madapusi@bc.edu

MUSIC
Timothy R. Mangin, Assistant Professor
timothy.mangin@bc.edu

ROMANCE LANGUAGES & LITERATURES
Silvana Falconi, Assistant Professor
falconis@bc.edu
Régine Michelle Jean-Charles,
Associate Professor
regine.jc@bc.edu
Irene Mizrahi, Associate Professor
mizrahii@bc.edu
Wan Sonya Tang, Assistant Professor
wan.tang@bc.edu
Cinthya Torres, Visiting Assistant Professor
cinthya.torres@bc.edu

SLAVIC & EASTERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
Fang Lu, Assistant Professor of the Practice
luf@bc.edu

SOCIOLOGY
Wen Fan, Assistant Professor
wen.fan@bc.edu
C. Shawn McGuffey, Associate Professor
mcguffey@bc.edu

THEOLOGY
M. Shawn Copeland, Professor
copeland@bc.edu
Gregorio Montejo, Assistant Professor
montejo@bc.edu

School of Social Work
Rocio Calvo, Associate Professor
calvovil@bc.edu
Praveen Kumar, Assistant Professor
praveen.kumar@bc.edu
Margaret Lombe, Associate Professor
margaret.lombe@bc.edu
Ruth McRoy, Professor
mcroy@bc.edu